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This significant event, a culmination of April's general elections, marked Mr. Peña Palacios's ascent to the 
nation's highest office. 
 
Our attendance, a gesture of the invitation from Senator Silvio Ovelar, the President of the National 
Congress, was further enriched by the presence of dignitaries like Mr. Evaristo Fernández, President of 
UPF Paraguay, and Félix Coronel Fariña, its General Secretary. Their attendance, a testament to the 
diligent efforts of the Association of Parliamentarians for Peace, echoed the spirit of unity. 
 

 
 
An array of Ambassadors for Peace also graced the occasion, each a beacon of Paraguay's vibrant tapestry 



 

 

of leadership and commitment. Their collective endeavors, spanning various spheres, shine a light on the 
nation's potential and their shared vision for its prosperous future. 
 

 
 
The Universal Peace Federation (UPF) was prominently represented, with key members from ISCP, 
IAPP, IAPD, IAAP, IAED, and IAACP in attendance. A special nod to Dr. Federico Franco, the former 
President under whose leadership Santiago Peña Palacios became the President of the Central Bank of 
Paraguay. Also noteworthy were contributions from National Deputy Luis Federico Franco Alfaro, and 
former deputies Del Pilar Eva Medina and Esmérita Sánchez, who have championed UPF's mission both 
nationally and internationally. Other esteemed guests included Pastor Simeón Velázquez, business 
visionary Luz Schembori, and TV personality Jun Carlos Amoroso, all united as Ambassadors for Peace, 
enhancing the ceremony's gravitas. 
 
Global representatives further highlighted the event, emphasizing Paraguay's burgeoning international 
prominence. 
 
The enduring efforts of UPF leaders and members in espousing the Divine Principle and the teachings of 
the True Parents have played a significant role in molding ambassadors dedicated to national 
advancement. 
 
Adding to the accolades, the Chamber of Deputies of the Republic of Paraguay, in their Declaration No. 
 
1010 from July 6, 2022, acknowledged UPF's monumental contributions: "Recognition to The Universal 
Peace Federation for Its Contributions in Favor of a More Peaceful World." 
 
With unwavering commitment, we from Paraguay's Heavenly Parent's Holy Community, reaffirm our 
dedication to the guiding principles and vision of the True Parents. 


